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COl\fMENTS CONCERNING THE FUNCTIONS
AND NEEDS
OF THE

1IINNESOTA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE*
CHARLES
'fl

SHEARD, President

We are still in the throes of the most stupendous and gigantic
destruction of life and property that the world has ever experienced.
All of our efforts are now being exerted to win the war and to bring
its physical phases to a conclusion in order that the peoples of the
world , through their leaders, statesmen and those trained and, we
hope, skilled in economic and sociologic adjustments, may undertake the winning of the peace. And we all hope for restoration of
law and order and the possibility of the peaceful pmsuit of useful
and constructive undertakings. So we assemble here this April day
of 1945 in the classic shades of Hamline University and within
these honored walls in the hope that, when we gather again at our
next annual meeting, we may do so under peacetime conditions.
The wastefulness and utter inefficiency of war and all that it
means, the interference with normal pursuits and vocations, with
education, with research having for its primary purpose constructive rather than destructive ends - all of these conditions tend to
cast an air of gloom and of despondency over each of us and ca use us
to feel our individual insufficiency and insignificance, to question
the value of our little researches and even to doubt whether it is
worth the time and effort to come to such a meeting as this, with
a likely attendance of but a very small portion of the members,
and perchance with but little to report about or to listen to that
might be of any significance.
FUNCTIONS OF THE ACADEMY

Today, with all our shadows of doubts and misgivings, we assemble to carry on and to perpetuate the functiqns and purposes of
this, the Minnesota Academy of Science, even though there may
have been of necessity some curtailment of activities. The variety
and high quality of the program for our general session this morning
and the many listed papers of an educational and research character would do credit to any organization that bears the name of
Science. This has been true also in the past years. This Academy,
through its scientific meetings and its publications and through
* Report or the retiring President of the Minnesota Academy of Science delivered
at Hamline University, St. Paul, April 21, 1945.
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the fostering of projects for the preservation of natural conditions,
has been an important medium of expression of the work of many
earnest individual investigators and students and teachers of science
in the State of Minnesota.
One of the chief and outstanding functions of this Academy is to
bring together on occasion as many as possible of those who are
seriously interested, in various ways, in the development of science,
so that they may leave their individualistic environment and their
relative isolation, to become better acquainted one with another,
to know more about each other's interests, to report on work and
to listen to reports, and again to read the printed word concerning those items, large or small as they may be, which have received
individual attention. To a certain degree all scientists must work
in relative isolation and in a background of scholasticism and learning wherever such is possible and in the quietness of cogitation and
"mulling" things over. Equally important is the conferring of scientists with each other. In the past, and probably it will also be true
to a certain extent in the future, the advances in science have been
made by the individual working alone in his own nook and corner,
carefully recording his observations and experiments, and on occasion coming under the inspiration of conferences among like souls,
who are concerned about the enchanted lands beyond the borders
of the known. So I am sure that each of us can say: To be privileged
to know you, to sit down beside you, to say hello to you, to talk to
you, to listen to your expressions of thoughts and to get your viewpoints, if only just now and then, is a help and an inspiration.
There are several ways and means whereby the Academy, and
that, too, chiefly through individualistic effort, may support and aid
in the further development of science in Minnesota and in making
the Academy a more potent factor in such progress. All of these
methods and approaches, I am sure, are well known to you, but
each of us needs on occasion a gentle reminder or a repetition of
that which all concerned with organizational development realize;
namely, enthusiasm, willingness and a desire to do something individually or play one's part, and back of it all a broad understanding of that which is being undertaken. I propose to outline briefly
some of the needs of the Academy and to suggest some ways and
means through which they may be assisted.
INCREASE OF MEMBERSHIP

At the time of the secretary's report this year there wers 9 patrons, 18 sustaining members and 495 annual members. During the
year there were some losses in membership but there were added
1 patron and 63 new members. The total membership as of April
21, 1945, is 586.
During the period of the war and the consideration of postwar
activities and readjustments, there has been an able group of men
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appointed by the Governor to review the resources of ~1innesota
and to evaluate the various agricultural, transportational and industrial problems. "Ve are fortunate to have with us today as one
of the invited speakers Mr. James W. Clark, of the Minnesota Resources Commission, and he will address us on "~1innesota- Its
Industrial Future." I suspect he will emphasize the role that education and research will play in such a program. There must be
more industrial laboratories and laboratory workers. So it would
appear that the members should seek out those concerned with the
development and use of laboratories and scientific applications ·in
industry. We need more engineers and those with engineering backgrounds. It will do those of us who have academic minds and training much good to rub elbows with chemical, electrical, mechanical
and illuminating engineers and others like them and they, in turn,
will be benefited by contact with those of us who are teachers or
pure science researchers and who go back to and stand firmly on
fundamental science. We need more and larger contacts in both
pure and applied science and this means, first of all, an increased
membership with broader scope and interest.
ADDI');IONAL SECTIONS AND DEVELOPMENT OF ESTABLISHED SECTIONS

In a recent visit with one of the regents of the University concerning the Academy, he expressed the opinion that the programs
and publications were concerned chiefly with the biologic sciences.
In a way I suspect we should all have to agree or, at the best, say,
"Yes, but -." The chief interest, for various reasons, has centered
around the biologic sciences and this interest and its enhancement
should continue. The section on Physical Science should have a
larger membership and many more contributors. The physicists and
geologists, in general, only appear on such programs and they come
largely from one or two institutions. We need more papers of a
chemical nature and an inclusion of more contributions of the
character of general reviews of important topics on occasion, Possibly the title of the section should be changed and, as an inducement for the presence and contributions of the chemists and geologists, we might call it the Section on Chemical, Geological and
Physical Sciences. By this method, at least, very few of the so-called
exact science folks would be omitted or excluded.
There is a section devoted entirely to Social and Economic
Science, or in general to the Social Sciences. There is no more important field of thought, training and useful application. There are
many outstanding men in Minnesota who have contributed much
to the study of these most vital problems of human relationships.
The hinior Academy of Sc·ience is a splendid undertaking. It affords a place for meeting of young minds, demonstrations, and the
presentation of some essays - a most excellent training for those
who may become some of the outstanding scientists 9f the future.
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THE :MINNESOTA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE
CONSIDERATION OF A Two DAY SESSION

I imagine the matter of a two day session has been broached and
discussed in various groups of the members as you have gathered
at the annual meetings and each year have rediscovered the fact
that it took so long to get registered and settled down and then
shortly to begin to arrange for a three o'clock (or thereabouts) departure on the Saturday afternoon, that the programs of neces ity
had to be limited in scope and number of papers. Moreover, it is
impossible for one to attend a scientific session and also see the
exhibits or visit with the boys and girls in the Junior Academy. I
am sure none of us think of the :Minnesota Academy in the same
way as we do of large national organizations with their programs of
several days and their numerous sections; but it would more than
double, nay even quadruple, perchance, the value of our Academy
meetings if there were a two day session beginning on Friday noon
with a luncheon, an evening session of general interest, with Saturday morning programs and the closure of the sessions by midafternoon.

...
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REsEARCH FuNDS AND THEIR UsE

The Academy has available limited funds for research at the
present time and hopes to augment them. This money should be
used and granted to those who wish to carry on some worth-while
but not too elaborate research and who are not fortunate enough
to have directly available necessary equipment or assistants in the
work. Many of us in this Academy were aided and assisted by
small grants of money, particularly in our younger days when we
were just venturing forth into our individualistic undertakings, and
owe much to such support and to the inspirational touch thus
afforded . The officers of the Academy invite requests by individuals
for grants in aid to research.

...,

PUBLICATIONS

The Proceedings of the Minnesota Academy of Science contain
many valuable contributions. It is not expected nor to be hoped
that such a journal will be too pretentious in its undertakings. However, it would seem well to consider the possibility of an expansion
of the size and character of content of the Proceedings and its
publication quarterly. Extremely technical articles or those which
should be printed in special scientific journals should not be solicited; but there are many contributions which have much value because of their general character or descriptions of apparatus or
classroom experiments and so forth and which, perchance, might
constitute a very useful addition to the scientific literature and
find a satisfactory organ of publication in the Proceedings. Furthermore, special articles from contributors in the main fundamental
sciences and also in the applied sciences, such as medicine and en<
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gineering in particular, would fill a need which many of us have
felt but for which there was no immediate answer. OT again, much
valuable and important information fails of publication because
of the overcrowding of scientific and technical journals and because
of their standards of selection of articles to be published. Hence the
publication and subsequent availability of such contributions in the
form of reprints to be offered to those chiefly concerned with the
field involved and at a nominal price- such as is the case in the
long established American Academy of Arts and Sciences - are
matters which are worthy of discussion and I believe of favorable
action.
ENDO"WMENT FUNDS

The Academy needs a financial backlog. If possible, these endowment funds should be of such an amount as to provide a reasonably
adequate return from investment to be used for research grants,
publication of the Proceedings and other scientific documents and
undertakings. Also such funds would serve as a source which could
be drawn on to meet the current bills which are contracted prior to
the payment of the yearly dues. Your present officers, members of
your executive committee and your immediate past presidents have
discussed this matter of endowment on occasion and it is proposed
to undertake in the coming year or so the raising of a suitable endowment fund.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE
PRESERVATION OF NATURAL CONDITIONS TO THE
MINNESOTA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE
April fJfJ, 1944
When the Committee on the Preservation of Natural Conditions
assumed its task and surveyed the field of its activities, it became
apparent that the committee would need to concern itself ·w ith a
carefully planned program looking forward to the preservation of
natural areas, and their use, for scientific and educational purposes.
There was an immediate need for special effort to assure the preservation of two very desirable tracts that were then threatened, the
Nerstrand Woods and the Cedar Creek Forest. With the authorization and cooperation of the Academy the committee thereupon
became actively engaged in efforts to preserve these tracts by the
methods that seemed to be most feasible and workable . We wish
now to report the present status of these projects.
In the Nerstrand Woods certain parcels in the inost desirable
portion have been purchased or obtained under option by the Na-
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tional Forest Reservation Commission and their tran fer to the
State Conservation Department has been authorized and approved
by the Minnesota Land Exchange Commission. An area of 467.55
acres is involved. The legal details necessary to transfer titles are
now being attended to. It is understood that when the titles have
been transferred, the tract will be placed under the administration of the State Parks Division, and we have been assured that
a considerable portion will then be withdrawn from public use in
order to serve as an undisturbed nucleus for the maintenance of the
natural fauna and flora.
The method of preservation that was authorized and adopted
for the Cedar Creek Forest consisted of the acquisition of lands
and the transfer of title to the Regents of the University of Minnesota under an agreement by which the Regents undertook to keep
and preserve the Forest for scientific and educational purposes, for
use by the Academy and its members and other qualified persons
who might or might not be connected with the University. Lands
that have been acquired directly or indirectly through the gifts of
public-spirited citizens upon solicitation by the Academy and
transferred under this agreement, now total 410 acres. In addition,
90 acres have been acquired by friends of the Academy and will
be included as soon as the necessary funds, approximately $400, are
available.
· Although some details still need to be attended to in connection
with acquisition of this forest, and several additional parcels of land
should be added when the opportunity arises, the most essential
lands have now been acquired and made safe.
Thus the most urgent aims of the Committee for the Preservation of Natural Conditions have in one way or another been accomplished and it should soon be possible to devote increased attention
to the broader purposes and tasks for which this committee was
created.
A. N. Wilcox, Chairman.
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